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FHSD7215D
15 Channel Micro bore aspirated early warning smoke detection system

The product

The FHSD7215D is a fifteen-channel micro bore
air-sampling system providing the earliest warning
to a potential fire condition with the ability to
precisely locate the source of the incident.  Air is
drawn from the protected area through a network of
micro bore 6mm o.d./4mm i.d. flexible tubing.

Rapid response

The aspiration unit is normally monitoring the total
sampled air from all tubes. In the event that smoke
particles are detected a TRACE alarm will be raised
and the system will go on to identify the tube or
tubes with the smoke condition.  The FHSD employs
a very high sensitivity smoke detector, with a range
of 0.005% to 20% obscuration/metre. This wide
dynamic range provides the ability to provide very
early warning as well as the ability to trigger fire
suppression systems.

Installer friendly

The system incorporates controls that provide the
ability to set the thresholds and delays of four
separate alarms for each tube. A comprehensive
display and programmer is provided to allow the
operator simplicity of use and the convenience of an
on-board programmer.  A flexible input/output
system with a range of modules provides the
interface between the FHSD and other systems.  The
controller provides RS232 and RS485
communication interfaces to programming devices
and remote displays.  The unit also has a TCP/IP
Ethernet interface, generating its own HTML
accessible by any web browser.  An optional mains
PSU and battery charger is available.  A battery
compartment is provided.

Standard Features

Early warning applicationsE

Detection with high airflowsE

Unobtrusive detectionE

Ideal for large open areasE

For inaccessible areasE

For dusty and humid environmentsE

For tamperproof installationsE

Micro bore pipesE



FHSD7215D
15 Channel Micro bore aspirated early warning smoke detection system

Specifications
Power supply 24V, 600ma min, 1.5A max
Smoke detector Resolution 0.005%, range 20%
Light source 50mW 660nm high power laser diode
Expected lifetime 10 years
Number of inlets 15, fully addressable
Tube size Micro bore 6mm o.d, 4mm i.d , flexible nylon or FEP tubing
Aspirator 0.8 bar rotary vane vacuum pump
Pipe length 50 meters each
Alarm levels 4: alert, action, fire1, fire2
Alarm setting range 0.005% - 20.0%
Alarm delay 0-60 seconds, individually programmable
Outputs 4 alarm relays, 1 fault relay, 1A c/o
Communication RS232, Modbus RS485
Web server Ethernet 10 BaseT/RS232 MODEM, TCP / IP
Weight 24V: 10.7 kg, 230V PSU: 14.5 kg
Humidity 0 - 95 %

Ordering Information
Part No. Description

15 Channel Micro bore aspirated early warning smoke detection
system

FHSD7215D

PSU Batt charger 230V for FHSD721-FHSD7215FHSD720PS
Relay Module 4 Channel for FHSD72xFHSD720RL
Conversion kit for remote displayFHSD731
Single Channel Remote Display & Programmer for FHSD700 SeriesFHSD732
Remote display repeater unit - 16 unitsFHSD733
Filter in-line single stageFHSD752
Filter in-line 3 stageFHSD753
Replacement filter element set - medium / fine for the FHSD753FHSD755
Replacement filter element 10 pack - coarseFHSD756
Micro bore 6mm sampling tube - 30 meter reelFHSD761
Straight union for micro bore 6mm tubeFHSD762
Tee union for micro bore 6mm tubeFHSD763
Scintered end of line filter for micro bore 6mm tubeFHSD764
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